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The Flame In All Of Us
Thousand Foot Krutch

Incredible song. Chords could probably be chosen differently, just my opinion.
TFK+FM Static rock

Intro: Dm    C A# x2

Verse 1:
Dm                  Cm        Dm
  This world has taken me by storm
             C                Dm
It makes me feel like running
               C              Dm
This place is making me transform
         C  
until I feel like nothing

Prechorus:
Dm                       A#         C
  It s the strenght in you and me
         A                Dm
that surrounds everything
            A#              C
The way you look out for me
            A
The way you burn

Chorus:
         F
It s the flame
   Am             Dm
in all of us the same
     C
that makes us feel
     F
This flame
   Am             Dm
in all of us the same
      C
that makes us feel it

Repeat Intro: Dm     C A# x2

Verse 2: 
Dm            C              Dm
  We are the youth of yesterday
                C              Dm
We brought you pain and sorrow
                  C                   Dm



That s what they say but they paved away
            C
We are the new tomorrow

Prechorus 2:
Dm                      A#        C
  It s the strenght in you and me
         A
that surrounds everything
Dm             A#             C
  The way you look out for me
            A
The way you burn

Chorus 2:
         F
It s the flame
   Am             Dm
in all of us the same
     C
that makes us feel...
     F
This flame
   Am             Dm
in all of us the same
      C
that makes us... 
         F
It s the flame
   Am             Dm
in all of us the same
     C
that makes us feel...
     F
This flame
   Am             Dm
in all of us the same
      C
that makes us feel it

Bridge:
         F               A
It s the flame in all of us 
                Dm              C 
that makes the change in all of us
                F              A  Dm
that takes the blame in all of us
    C
and still keeps it alive
         F               A
It s the flame in all of us 
                Dm              C 
that makes the change in all of us



                F              A7  Dm
that takes the blame in all of us
    C
and still keeps it alive

Repeat Intro x4


